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In this report, we look at the main findings of 
Deloitte’s Shopping center survey.

1170 Norwegians have responded to the online 
survey in 2019. The analyses are performed with the 
weighting of respondents by gender, age and region. 

The survey was conducted by Norstat, an 
independent Gallup agency. It is based on the 
corresponding survey by WD Partners in the United 
States. 

Overall, our findings lead us to believe that shopping 
centers could emerge stronger from the turbulent 
period we can glimpse on the horizon. The obvious 
backdrop has changed consumer needs and behavior. 
Based on the underlying trends and altered buying 
behavior, there is a definite need for fresh ideas. 

The key to success lies in the shopping centers' 
ability to adapt and change in line with local needs 
and conditions. 

Everyone is jumping on the bandwagon when it 
comes to publishing news about the dire straits 
for physical shopping; about withering retail 
shops, dwindling profits and, not least, fears of 
what will happen when Amazon comes to Norway. 

What about Norwegian shopping centers – just 
how deep is this crisis? Are we on the brink of the 
first shopping center bankruptcy in modern 
times?

Norway is the European country with the most square 
meters of shopping center space per inhabitant. 
Shopping centers account for as much as 35 percent of 
retail trade. On a national basis, turnover in the 
shopping centers has risen by 1.2 percent so far this 
year. 

Despite this growth there are predictions that we will 
see Norway’s first shopping center shutdown already in 
2019. Is the situation really all that bad?

Deloitte has conducted a survey among Norwegian 
consumers across regions and generations. The results, 
especially among the younger generations, who after 
all are the future customers of the shopping centers, 
tell us a slightly different story. 
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How do people use shopping centers today?
What will it take to continue to draw people to 
shopping centers in the future? Let’s look at the 
current situation to peek into the future. We’ve asked 
Norwegians how they use shopping centers today and 
what is important to them.

Among all age groups and across genders, the top 
three list of their reasons to visit shopping centers 
consist of the same offerings, except for the oldest 
age group (71+). The top reasons are “Groceries”, 
“Multiple shops – one location” and 
“Clothing/footwear/travel goods”, while for                                                                           
the group over 71, “Clothing/footwear/travel goods” is 
replaced by “State liquor store”. 

For full overview, see the table on page 21.

What do we want more of? 
We asked consumers what they want to see more of in 
Norwegian shopping centers. Food halls, farmer’s 
markets and grocery stores with a wide selection of 
products stand out as the concepts most of us would 
like to see more of in shopping centers. The 
interesting aspect here is that, with the exception of 
the very youngest category, and to some extent also 
the very oldest, it is these three concepts that are 
ranked highest among all parts of the population. 

Sales growth in Norwegian shopping centers 
from 2013-2018 
Visits to shopping centers in Norway are actually 
rising, in a short-term scenario. Some of the centers 
have already changed the way they make use of their 
space, while the survey shows that larger and more 
comprehensive measures will be needed to satisfy the 
needs of future consumers. 

Norwegian shopping centers experienced a sales 
growth of 17.6 percent in the period from 2013-2018, 
marginally stronger than overall growth in physical 
Norwegian retail trade. The most robust development 
occurred in restaurants and cafés in the shopping 
centers, where turnover has increased by 49.1 
percent in this period. Home furnishing shops have 
experienced growth of 35.5 percent, while sales for 
specialty shops were up 25 percent in 2018 compared 
with 2013. 

From commodity trade to services trade
A pronounced shift towards more services trade is 
taking place in Norwegian shopping centers. During 
the period from 2013-2018, restaurants and cafés, 
service businesses and providers accounted for nearly 
18 percent of the sales growth in the shopping 
centers. From 2017 to 2018 they represented around 
28 percent of the sales growth, while they have been 
responsible for as much as 58 percent of the sales 
growth in the period from January to July in 2019. 

Introduction
Food halls, farmer’s markets and grocery stores with a wide selection of products stand out as the concepts 
most of us would like to see more of in shopping centers.
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and consists of people who are generally of good 
health and have solid disposable income, it will also be 
important for the retail and service industries of the 
future. 

Shopping centers as destination, innovation 
center and lifestyle center 
Investments in new concepts and experiences should 
not be based solely on a few interviews with 
customers and investors. There will be a natural 
process of trial, error and testing of which concepts 
and formats work, and which do not. The needs of the 
youngest set must be taken seriously, while not 
forgetting or neglecting the factors that are already 
drawing customers to the center. For example, a good 
grocery store or food shop is a must. 

The transformation of shopping centers will naturally 
go hand-in-hand with technological development and 
the possibilities that lie in creating more seamless 
experiences between the digital and the physical retail 
and experience universe. Technology opens the door 
to more relevant and personal communication with 
visitors, interaction across chains and shops, thus 
challenging established business models. When the 
answers from our respondents indicate that more 
interaction is needed to fulfil the customer’s 
expectations, it’s time to take a look at the business 
models. 

As much as 45 percent of the youngest say that 
“coworking spaces” will result in more visits, while this 
figure is 24 percent for the age group between 21 and 
34. The youngest are also looking for an indoor 
activity hall and a cinema as a natural part of their 
shopping center day.

One concept that is popping up at more and more 
shopping centers is pick-up/return points with dressing 
rooms. This is particularly popular among the three 
youngest age groups, with 60 percent for the 16-20 
age group, 56 percent for the 21-34 age group and 52 
percent for those between ages 35 and 51. This 
concept challenges part of the foundation for the 
chains that are established in a shopping center. 
These types of services can be delivered directly from 
the shopping center to the customer, rather than via 
the individual shop. 

Visit grandma – and get your Christmas shopping 
done at the same time
In the US, one can find many empty shopping centers 
that have been converted into flats. We have also seen 
a development in Norway towards building residences 
on top of shopping centers. Having a flat on top of a 
center means access to a wide range of goods and 
services, with no need to get your feet wet. You 
reside, shop, live your chosen lifestyle and have both 
public and private services available in the same place. 
The 71+ age group values this type of solution the 
most. Considering that this age group is growing

Does this mean that Norwegians are just foodies by 
nature? The farmer’s market and food hall concepts 
are about much more than that. Food halls bring us 
together and provide an arena for learning, enjoyment 
and fun social activities. Most people are interested in 
quality and they want to know where their food comes 
from and how it is produced. We also see the same 
trend in the rest of Europe. The same applies to 
farmer’s markets where people have the opportunity 
to talk to farmers, to experience new and exciting 
tastes, to gain inspiration and seek advice, as well as 
get access to a wide selection of exciting local produce 
and products. Cultivating new experiences and 
stimulating peoples senses is the primary objective.

The younger you are, the more important it is 
with activity halls, meeting places and friction-
free shopping 
The findings associated with the youngest category, 
defined here as those aged between 16 and 20, are 
what stands out most in the survey. The youngest 
have quite different wants and dreams when it comes 
to the service spectrum at shopping centers compared 
with the other age groups. A picture emerges of the 
shopping center as a place where one can find 
everything one needs to work, exercise and live. In 
order to achieve such a scenario, one would have to 
develop space and opportunities that would allow 
people to work from shopping centers.

Introduction
The youngest have quite different wants and dreams when it comes to the service spectrum at shopping 
centers compared to other age groups. 
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Customers want friction free shopping – with the 
option of gathering all the purchases they have made 
online for easy pick-up, regardless of where they were 
purchased. 

Shopping centers must continue to try out new 
concepts, built on insight we have regarding consumer 
behavior and preferences. As this insight is created, 
and in line with the experiences gained, a basis can be 
built for decisions to invest in design, experiences and 
activities to promote customer loyalty.

Since we know that there is no strict need for today’s 
consumers to frequent shopping centers to get what 
they need, shopping centers must be capable of 
delivering a good mix of shops, formats, services and 
communication that is perceived as attractive for the 
customers and which gives them a perception of good 
cost-benefit value for every visit – in other words, that 
magical combination of physics, technology and 
emotions that is needed to touch and create a 
relationship with the customer. 

So simple, yet so difficult.

Introduction
Shopping centers need to find that magical combination of physics, technology and emotions that is needed 
to touch and create a relationship with the customer. 
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About the survey

This is the first edition of Deloitte’s shopping center 
survey, which deals with Norwegian consumers' 
preferences for shopping centers. It is based on the 
corresponding examination by Lee Peterson of WD 
Partners in the USA. The survey provides insight into 
how Norwegian consumers aged 16-74 want to utilize 
vacant premises in shopping centers. 1.170 
Norwegians have responded to the survey online in 
2019. The analysis is done with the weighting of 
respondents by gender, age and region. The survey 
was conducted by Norstat, an independent Gallup 
agency.

The purpose of the survey

Retail is in a time of great change. New consumption 
patterns, more trips abroad and e-commerce are 
among the main causes of the changes. As a result, 
many large shopping centers are experiencing less 
customer traffic than before and are increasingly 
experiencing vacancies. Now the shopping centers are 
researching different concepts and how to utilize free 
space in the best possible way, so that they can offer 
goods and services that are tailored to customers' 
desires and needs. In this survey we have introduced 
Norwegians to 12 shopping center concepts and asked 
them how they will influence their shopping center 
visits.

Shopping center survey
Insight into what Norwegian consumers aged 16-75 want to find at shopping centers

Northern Norway: 108

Central Norway: 160

Oslo: 151

Southern Norway1: 105

Western Norway: 160

Eastern Norway: 405

Respondent breakdown by regions

109 349 337 138236

Gen-Z 
16-20

Millennials 
21-34

GenX
35-51

Baby 
Boomers
52-70

Matures
71 +

Quantity in Selection

129 339 309 131262 Weighted Quantity

Respondent breakdown by age groups

1 Southern Norway includes Telemark county

Respondent breakdown by gender

50% 50%
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Shopping center survey
Insight into what Norwegian consumers aged 16-75 want to find at shopping centers

Methodology

The survey was conducted in the spring of 2019 and consisted of a total of 31 
questions. The first three questions dealt with respondents' income level, 
frequency of shopping center visits and their main reason for choosing to visit the 
shopping center. Then they were introduced to 12 shopping center concepts, and 
asked how much impact it will have on their choice to visit shopping center, if it 
included the concept (ranked from 1 = no impact, to 5 = extremely high impact), 
and to what extent the presence of the concept at the shopping center they 
normally visit will affect their use of the shopping center (ranked from 1 = fewer 
visits, to 7 = more visits). 

Finally, they were asked to select two favorites among the concepts, as well as to 
answer how both concepts' presence at the shopping center they usually visit will 
affect their visit (ranked from 1 = fewer visits, to 7 = more visits).

Deloitte's analysis of the survey has aggregated response options 5, 6 and 7 in 
the analysis of the concepts' impact on the use of the mall they usually visit. The 
scale used in the survey is as follows: 1 = fewer visits; 2; 3; 4 = no change 
(about the same number of visits); 5; 6; 7 = more visits). The interpretation is 
that answer options 5, 6 and 7 indicate an increase in the number of visits to the 
shopping center. 

References

- Kvarud Analyse: Kjøpesentrenes omsetningsutvikling og endring av bransjemiks 
fra 2013 til 2018

- WD Partners: Apocalypse to Relevance - What does tomorrow’s mall look like to 
consumers? http://www.wdpartners.com/research/apocalypse-to-relevance/

- Virke: Treningssenterbransjen 2017: 
https://www.virke.no/globalassets/bransje/bransjedokumenter/treningssenterbra
nsjen2017.pdf

- EuropeActive & Deloitte:«European Health & Fitness Market Report 2017: 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/pl/Documents/Reports/pl_kluby
_fitness_EuropeActive_Deloitte_EHFMR_2018_PL.PDF

http://www.wdpartners.com/research/apocalypse-to-relevance/
https://www.virke.no/globalassets/bransje/bransjedokumenter/treningssenterbransjen2017.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/pl/Documents/Reports/pl_kluby_fitness_EuropeActive_Deloitte_EHFMR_2018_PL.PDF
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Consumer trends affecting the shopping centers

1

2

3

4

5

Purpose as the new loyalty builder – the consumer care about who you 
are, your services and how you present them, and how you give back to 
society. The consumer wants to be part of the brand family and involved in 
the development.

The next level of customer AND employee experience – increasing 
focus on how you make sure that your employees have the tools and 
insights to serve the ever more demanding consumer. In a shopping 
center setting this includes knowing the services and offers in the 
shopping center where your shop operates. How can employees work 
together to make sure your shopping center is the preferred destination?

Artificial intelligence as the new oxygen in retail – we have a lot of 
data. Use it! Automate what you can, and use your expertise and service 
eagerness in the customer meeting. O2O – online to offline should be 
frictionless.

The new role of the store – the store is no longer a place to shop. Based 
on the customer base you serve and would like to attract, make sure your 
store is a happening place with concerts, show rooms, good service and 
maybe even a distribution center for your online and offline orders.

Join forces – ecosystem powerplays. Cooperation is the new competition. 
Make sure you know your edge – team up for everything else.

How can the employees in the center work together to 
make sure your center is the preferred destination?
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Facts and figures 
Norwegian shopping centers
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Definitions of retail categories

Food & beverage
Food and beverage includes grocery stores, specialty stores in meat, fish, fruit and 
vegetables, liquor stores, health food shops, coffee and tea shops and delicatessen shops.

Specialty stores
Specialty stores mean sports shops, pharmacies, florists, perfumers, bookstores, 
jewelries, watchmakers, photo stores, record stores, optician’s shops, toy stores and pet 
stores.

Clothing/apparel Clothing, footwear and travel goods.

Home furnishings

Includes furniture shops and other interior shops, lamp stores, kitchen equipment stores, 
electronics stores, computer stores, residential textile stores, hardware stores, paint 
dealers and building department stores.

Restaurants & 
cafés Food and beverage serving.

Service businesses 
and providers

Service businesses and providers mean shoemakers, locksmiths, travel agencies, rental 
shops, laundry and dry cleaning, hairdressers, tanning salons and fitness centers.

Other retail
Other retail companies mainly include car-related businesses such as car and motorcycle 
dealers, petrol stations, auto repair shops and car washes, as well as other retailers.

Other business Other business include businesses not listed under the above categories.
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These trends affects the shopping centers significantly 
and necessitates a change in the offerings of the 
shopping centers. 

Sales growth in Norwegian shopping centers 

In the short picture, the visits of the shopping centers 
in Norway actually increases. Some of the centers 
have already changed the way they use the shopping 
center space, but the survey shows that there are 
larger and more extensive actions needed to be able 
to satisfy the needs of the future consumers.  

Changes in Norwegian’s consumption and buying 
habits

There has happened some significant changes in the 
consumption of households from 2013 to 2018. In 
2013, the consumption of goods was 0.4 percent 
higher than the consumption of services, while in 
2018 it was turned around, and the consumption of 
services was 8.4 percent higher than the consumption 
of goods. The total consumption of goods has 
increased by 17.4 percent from 2013 to 2018 in 
current prices, compared to 27.7 percent for the 
consumption of services. In terms of share of total 
shopping center revenue growth, the restaurants & 
cafés and service business accounted for almost 18 
percent from 2013 to 2018. From 2017 to 2018, they 
accounted for around 28 percent of the revenue 
increase, while January-July in 2019 they accounted 
for a total of 58 percent of the growth in shopping 
center revenues. 

In addition, we observe that Norwegians shop more 
abroad. The consumption abroad has increased with 
as much as 36.8 percent from 2013 to 2018. Boarder 
shopping (mostly in Sweden) has increased by 18.1 
percent in the same period. Looking at online 
shopping, the revenues for Norwegian e-commerce 
stores have increase by 93.3 percent in the same 
period. Online shopping from foreign e-commerce 
stores have doubled. In comparison, the revenues for 
physical stores in Norway has increase by 13.6 
percent in the same period.

Facts and figures Norwegian shopping centers

Figure 1 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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Change in turnover at shopping centers 
2013-2018 per sector

In the period 2013-2018, Norwegian shopping centers 
had a sales growth of 17.6 percent, stronger than the 
growth of the overall physical Norwegian retail trade of 
13,6 percent. The sales growth among stores was at 
16.1 percent, while it was almost double (31.1
percent) for the rest of the business. The development 
for the stores at shopping centers was therefor slightly 
better than for the rest of the market. 

The strongest developments have taken place at the 
shopping centers’ restaurants and cafés where the 
revenues has increased by 49.1 percent in the period. 
The shops in the home furnishings category have had 
a growth rate of 35.5 percent, while the specialty 
stores traded for 25 percent more in 2018 than in 
2013. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage changes in 
sales revenues for all shopping center categories in 
the period from 2013 to 2018.

The analysis of the development of the 

Norwegian shopping centers are based 

on a report made by Kvarud Analyse. 

The report analyzed 205 shopping 

centers with almost 10,000 stores and 

total revenues of 145,5 billion NOK in 

2018. 

Fact box
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Weakened position for clothing/apparels

The development from 2013 to 2018 shows that the 
clothing/apparel stores weakening their position most, 
from standing for 22.0 percent of the shopping 
center’s sales in 2013 to represent 19.0 percent of the 
sales in the 2018. Also for the shops in food and 
drinks, the position is weakened, from a "market 
share" of 29.3 percent in 2013 to constitute 27.6 
percent of the shopping center sales in 2018. The 
specialty shops and home furnishing stores have 
strengthened their position, and have both increased 
their share of total turnover by 1.4 percentage points 
to 23.9 and 17.7 percent respectively. The restaurants 
& cafés  have strengthened their position, from a 
share of 5.7 percent total turnover in 2013 to 7.2 
percent in 2018. In other sector categories, the 
turnover ratio has fallen. See figure 2 for total 
overview of each sector category’s percentage share 
of total shopping center turnover in 2013 and 2018.

Fewer shoes and clothing stores

It is further interesting to see how the number of 
businesses and the composition of businesses at the 
shopping centers has changed dramatically in the 
same period. The number of businesses has increased 
by 4.6 percent, equivalent to 443 businesses, from 
9,549 in 2013 to 9,992 in 2018. The most prominent 
changes have taken place in the home furnishings 
category that have increased by 214 businesses, 
restaurants & cafés increased by 204, and shoes and 
clothes stores had the biggest decrease in number of 
stores with a reduction of 266.

Facts and figures Norwegian shopping centers

Figure 2 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)

Sector mix at the shopping centers in 2013 and 2018 (percentage of the centers total turnover)

Figure 3 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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In total, there were 3.223 businesses in the city 
centers that comprise the data in 2018, 123 
businesses or 4.0 percent more than in the 2013. In 
terms of the number of businesses, net growth was 
the largest in serving (+ 83 enterprises), while the 
network was clearly the largest in clothing, footwear 
and travel effects (-95 enterprises).

Retail stores in the city centers accounted for 16 
percent of the growth of enterprises from 2013 to 
2018, while other businesses accounted for 84 
percent.

The mix of businesses varies between the different 
types of shopping centers. The following presents 
figures for revenue development and changes in 
sector mix in city centers, district and local centers, 
and regional centers in the period 2013-2018. 

City centers1

The city centers increased revenues by 19.8 percent 
from 2013 to 2018. If we ignore "other retail" and 
"other businesses" that make up a very small 
proportion of the total turnover of the shopping 
centers, then there are stores in home furnishings and 
restaurants and cafés that have increased their 
turnover most with 46.4 and 46.0 percent respectively 
from 2013 to 2018. Specialty stores and food and 
drinks stores have increased revenues by 25.1 and 
15.3 percent, while service businesses and 
clothing/apparel stores have only increased revenues 
by 3.0 and 1.3 percent in the period 2013-2018. 
Overall, the five retail sectors have increased 
revenues by 17.8 percent, while the other businesses 
have had a total growth rate of 32.3 percent.

Development by type of shopping center

Figure 4 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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Change in turnover at city centers 2013-2018 per sector

1A city center is located in the established commercial centers in 
cities. It includes several sector stores with a general emphasis on 
specialized trade, often with primary emphasis on clothing, shoes 
and textiles in combination restaurants and cafés. 
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District and local centers2|

Out of the three shopping center types, there were 
district and local centers that increased the turnover 
most from 2013 to 2018 by 27.0 percent. The reason 
is that the district and local centers of this period had 
a significantly greater growth in retail sales than the 
other two center types due to greater growth in 
number of stores.

From 2013 to 2018, turnover in retail stores in the 
district and local centers was up by 26.3 percent, 
while sales in the rest of the businesses increased by 
33.8 percent. The district and local centers had 
greater growth in all four largest retail sectors, in 
addition to the largest growth in restaurants and cafés 
and service businesses than the two other shopping 
center types.

Development by type of shopping center

2 A district center is a center located in the suburbs and suburban areas, which covers the service needs of the district. 
It contains grocery and specialist stores. Often, different types of services will also be located in or adjacent to such 
centers.

A local center is located in towns outside the urban areas. It normally covers the service needs of a population in all or 
parts of a municipality. It contains grocery and specialist stores. Often, different types of services will also be located 
in or adjacent to such centers.

Figure 5 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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The growth in the number of businesses has been 
substantially larger in district and local centers than in 
the other two shopping center types. In total, there 
were 2,825 businesses in the district and local centers 
at the end of 2018, 10.2 percent or 262 enterprises 
more than at the end of 2013. Both in service 
business, restaurants and café and home furnishings, 
growth in the number of establishments was well up in 
the 20's From 2013 to 2018.

For the sector mix in district and local centers, the 
distribution between retail stores and other businesses 
is about 80 and 20 percent as it is in the city centers.
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Regional centers3

Revenues in the regional centers increased by 17.6 
percent from 2013 to 2018. Their growth is a bit 
smaller than in the city centers and in the district and 
local centers. Sales growth in retail stores in the 
regional centers is about half of what it is for other 
businesses, as it is in the other two center types. 
Revenues for retail stores in regional centers 
increased by 9.3 percent from 2013 to 2018, while 
growth for other businesses was at 20.3 percent in the 
same period. The largest growth in the regional 
centers was in the center's restaurants and café 
(35.8%) and in home furnishings stores (24.5%). 
Turnover developments in specialty stores (18.0%) 
has also been good, while the turnover in regional 
centers’ food and drinks (+ 0.3%) and the 
clothing/apparel stores (-0.3%) have almost stood still 
from 2013 to 2018. 

The number of business in the regional centers 
included in analysis increased by 1.5 percent or with 
58 businesses to 3.944 businesses from 2013 to 2018. 
The number of stores decreased by 1.8 percent, while 
the number of other businesses increased by 20 
percent. The net decrease in the number of stores is 
due to fewer specialty stores (-3.4%) and especially 
fewer clothing/apparel stores (-8.4%). The increase in 
other businesses is mainly due to the growth in the 
number of restaurants and cafés (19.7%) and service 
business (19.6%).

Development by type of shopping center

3 A regional center is a center that is located outside central parts of cities and towns and normally serves a larger 
geographical area, usually with influence on areas in two or more municipalities. The center should include grocery 
store(s) and a wide variety of sector stores.

Figure 6 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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The development for different shopping center types
All three shopping center types have had the biggest turnover growth for the same top 3 segments, while 
the growth in number of businesses differ vastly

Other retail

Home furnishings

62.8%

46.4%

City centers

Restaurants & cafés 46.0%

Home furnishings

Restaurants & cafés

55.8%

51.7%

District and local centers

Specialty stores 37.5%

Restaurants & cafés

Home furnishings

35.8%

24.5%

Regional centers

Specialty stores 18.0%

Other retail

Restaurants & cafés

46.7%

24.8%

City centers

Service businesses and 
providers

15.6%

Other retail

Service businesses and 
providers

52.9%

28.9%

District and local centers

Restaurants & cafés 26.9%

Other business

Restaurants & cafés

29.2%

19.7%

Regional centers

Service businesses and 
providers

19.6%

Top 3 growth in turnover 2013-2018 (in %)

Top 3 growth in number of businesses (in %)

Figure 7 Source: Kvarud Analyse (2019)
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How often and why do Norwegians 
visit shopping centers today?
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How do Norwegians use shopping centers today?
The main reasons Norwegians visits shopping centers are groceries stores and the fact the you can find 
multiple stores in one location

More than half of Norwegians visits shopping centers weekly or more 
frequent 

44%

37%

35%

19%

14%

14%

13%

13%

6%

5%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

Sports equipment

Groceries

Convenience store

Multiple shops - one location

Specialty stores

Clothing/footwear/travel goods

State-owned liquor store

Cinema

Café/restaurant

Home & interior design

Wellness and beauty products/therapy

Other

Hairdresser

Other retail

Fitness center

Overview of the reasons Norwegians, divided by gender and age 
group, visit shopping centers

Ranking 1 2 3

Men Groceries Multiple shops - one 

location

Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Women Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Multiple shops - one 

location

Groceries

Age 16-20 Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Groceries Multiple shops - one location

Age 21-34 Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Groceries Multiple shops - one location

Age 35-51 Groceries Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Multiple shops - one location

Age 52-70 Groceries Multiple shops - one 

location

Clothing/footwear/

travel goods

Age 71+ Groceries Multiple shops - one 

location

State liquor store

Gen-X

8%

13% 9%

40%

All 38%

12%

39%

12%

2%

33%39%12%4%Gen-Z

9%

Matures

45%37%1%

37%

Millennials

11%37%13%2%

2% 8%

47%

39%Baby boomers

4%22% 26%1%

Frequency of shopping center visits distributed by age groups

Very often (Daily) Rather often (Weekly)

Often (Several times a week) Seldom (Monthly)

Very seldom (Less than once a month)

Figure 8 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019) Figure 9 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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Shopping center concepts defined
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Concepts defined
Main observations

Farmer’s market – At the farmer’s market you can buy food directly 
from the farmer. The products may vary through the seasons and from 
marked to marked. Often you will find cheese, ecological meat, fish and 
venison, baker’s products, honey, fruits, berries and vegetables.

Food hall – A food hall is an arena for taste experiences, shops and 
restaurants with Norwegian and international food, people and 
atmosphere.

Green space / park – An outdoor public space that could include 
amenities like a playground, community garden and walking paths. 
Home to events like outdoor movie nights, concerts and yoga classes.

Grocery store – A grocery store offering a wide range of groceries, 
wellness products, textile products, small electronics or kitchen 
equipment.

Indoor activity hall and/or cinema – Activity offers that include for 
example climbing, swimming, trampoline park and cinema, etc. 
Possibility to rent space for an event or party.

BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room – You can shop in specific web 
shops or in the shopping center’s own e-commerce store. Everything 
can be picked up at one place at the shopping center, where you also 
have the opportunity to try and potentially return the goods. 

Fitness center – A fitness center that offers for instance group classes 
and yoga, a swimming pool, smoothie bar and child care.

Health & wellness center – The center offers amenities like a dental 
office, massage therapy, chiropractic care, acupuncture and a walk-in 
clinic/pharmacy.

Pop-up stores & showroom – The shopping center will rent out 
available space to different concepts in short periods. The concepts can 
for instance be pop-up stores and show room with branded goods sale, 
exhibitions, galleries, events, etc.

Public services, bank services and GP doctors – Public services may 
be for instance social security office, local government administration, 
postal office and tax office.

Coworking space – A coworking space featuring private offices, 
conference rooms, community/common areas, WIFI, printing services, 
refreshments, and study halls for students and freelancers. 

Health & beauty products with wellness services – A concept that 
combines a wide variety of health & wellness products together with 
wellness services, such as skin and foot care.
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Key findings
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What are the most popular shopping center concepts?
The top three favorite concepts among Norwegians are all linked to food and experience; Farmers Market, 
Food hall and Grocery store

The shopping center concepts ranked

62%

Pop-up stores & showroom

Farmer’s market

Indoor activity hall and/or cinema

Food hall

Grocery store

Green space/park

BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room

Public services, banking services and GP doctors

64%

Health & wellness center

Coworking space

3%

Health & beauty products with wellness services

Fitness center

Leave the space empty

55%

43%

42%

42%

41%

35%

20%

17%

14%

12%

Observations

Gen-Z is the only age group that includes Indoor activity hall 
and/or cinema and BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room in their 
top 3 list.

3
Both men and women, and the three mid-range age groups 
(aged from 21-70) have the same three concepts in their top 
list: Farmer’s market, Food hall and Grocery store.

Matures stands out as the only age group with Public 
services, banking services and GP doctors in their top 3 list. 

Ranking 1 2 3

Men Food hall Farmer’s market Grocery store 

Women Farmer’s market Food hall Grocery store 

Age 16-20 Grocery store Indoor activity hall 

and/or cinema

BOPIS/BORIS with 

dressing room

Age 21-34 Food hall Farmer’s market Grocery store 

Age 35-51 Farmer’s market Food hall Grocery store 

Age 52-70 Farmer’s market Food hall Grocery store 

Age 71+ Farmer’s market Food hall Public services, banking 

services and GP doctors

Most popular concepts for men, women and different age groups

Figure 10 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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What are the most popular shopping center concepts?
84 percent Norwegians will increase their shopping center visits if both their favorite concepts would be 
present 

Top 2 shopping center concept favorites

Food hall

Grocery store

13%

Farmer’s market

Green space/park

Indoor activity hall and/or cinema

BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room

Public services, banking services and GP doctors

Pop-up stores & showroom

I do not have two favorites

Coworking space

Fitness center

Health & wellness center

Health & beauty products with wellness services

43%

14%

34%

32%

16%

15%

3%

9%

5%

5%

4%

3%

84 percent of the survey respondents said that they would increase 
their visits to their local shopping center if their top 2 shopping 
center concepts were present at the shopping center  

621 = 
fewer 
visits

15%

1%

3 4 = no 
change

5

0%

7 = 
more 
visits

0%

32%

24%
27%

84%

Ranking 1 2 3

Men Food hall Grocery store Farmer’s market

Women Food hall Grocery store Farmer’s market

Age 16-20 Indoor activity 

hall and/or cinema

Food hall Grocery store 

Age 21-34 Food hall Grocery store Farmer’s market

Age 35-51 Food hall Farmer’s market Grocery store 

Age 52-70 Food hall Farmer’s market Grocery store 

Age 71+ Grocery store Food hall Farmer’s market

Top 2 favorites for men, women and different age groups

Figure 11 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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The concepts ranked for different age groups
The youngest generation seem to like the more untraditional concepts like BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room, 
Pop-up stores & showroom and Coworking space
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71+16-20 35-5121-34 52-70

21-34: This age group scores the highest on Food hall, 
Indoor activity hall and/cinema and Green space/park, 
which indicates a desire to experience things together.

35-51: The generation, with high presence of consumers with kids, 
rates Public services, banking services and GP doctors the highest, in 
addition to the three food related concepts.

52-70: The age group that rates the Farmer’s market the highest, 
also score Food hall very high. It is clear that food, socializing and 
fresh produce is important for this generation.

71+: Similar to the age group 52-70, this group rates the Farmer’s 
market and Food hall the highest. On third place they have Public 
services, banking services and GP doctors, that together illustrate the 
need for practical solutions and an arena for meeting people.

Key observations:

16-20: This age group is the only age group does not have Farmer’s market 
on top 2 - it is all the way down on 7th place, but it is the only group that has 
Grocery store on first place. It is also the only generation that has Indoor 
activity hall and/or cinema on second place.

Figure 12 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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Concepts ranked by regions
The different regions rank the concepts quite similar, and Oslo inhabitants seem to think the concepts in 
general will influence their visits more than the rest of the country
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Northern Norway OsloCentral Norway Western Norway Eastern Norway Southern Norway

Northern Norway: Together with Western Norway, the region that rates Green 
space/park the highest, and generally score high on Health & wellness center, 
Health & beauty products with wellness services and Fitness center, indicating a 
desire to take of body and health.

Key observations:

Central Norway: Food region number 1, as it is the region that rates both 
Farmer’s market and Food hall the highest.

Western Norway: The region that rates Indoor activity hall and/or cinema, Health 
& wellness center and Coworking space the highest, which interestingly are all non-
retail concepts.

Eastern Norway: Scores quite average compared to the other regions on all 
concepts, except for Green space/park, which its residents find the least attractive.

Southern Norway: Rates Pop-up stores & showroom the highest in the country, 
while Health & wellness center and Health & beauty products with wellness services 
is rated by far the lowest among the regions.

Oslo: The region stands out with having 58 percent of the respondents indicating 
that BOPIS/BORIS with dressing room will increase their shopping center visits, and 
also scores the highest on Grocery store and Public services, banking services and 
GP doctors, indicating a clear practical need among its residents. 

Figure 13 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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Concepts ranked for women and men
Both men and women have the same concepts among their top 3 favorites, however, women stand more 
out, especially for Health & beauty products with wellness services
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The top 3 lists include 
the same concepts:

Farmer’s market: Number 1 concept 
for women and number 2 for men

Food hall: Number 1 concept for 
men and number 2 for women

Grocery store: Number 3 for both 
women and men

Key observations for men: Key observations for women:

 Women rank Farmer’s marked, Health & 
wellness center and Green space/park 
relatively higher than men

 The concept of Health & beauty products 
with wellness services scores much 
higher among women (21%) than men 
(7%)

 Men rank Public services, banking 
services and GP doctors, Grocery store, 
Indoor activity hall and/or cinema and 
Coworking space relatively higher the 
women

 This may indicate for more practical 
needs among men than women

Figure 14 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019)
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Comparison of consumer preferences 
in Norway and USA
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• As mentioned in the introduction, the Deloitte 
survey was based on the same questions as in the 
survey done by WS Partners in the US. 

• Deloitte Norway and WD Partners have agreed to 
exchange results and present the main findings 
illustrating in which aspects Norwegian and 
American consumers have similar and different 
preferences to shopping centers. A further 
separation into digital natives, aged 16-34 in 
Norway and 18-29 in the US, and digital 
immigrants, 52 and older in Norway and 46 and 
older in the US, is also included.

• The following pages will present the results from 
the two surveys and include all concepts from the 
Norwegian survey, except Public services, banking 
services and GP doctors, as this was not part of the 
American survey.

• It is important to note that the statistics in this 
section illustrate the percentage of the respondents 
that gave each concept either a “6” or a “7” on a 
scale from 1-7 in terms of to which degree the 
concept will increase shopping center visits, while 
the sections above included “5”, “6” and “7”. This 
explain why the numbers in this section are lower.

Comparison of consumer preferences USA and Norway

Norway: 1,200 respondents USA: 4,000 respondents
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Norway compared to the US – overall 
High quality food concepts score high in both countries, and while Green Space is rated high among 
Americans, the Grocery store is more important to Norwegians

Norway USA

Fitness Center

Grocery

22%

Farmer’s Market

Food Hall

17%

Green Space

32%

Beauty Mega Store

BOPIS

Indoor Sports

Health & Wellness Center

Showroom Store

Nothing

Coworking Space

49%

42%

37%

33%

28%

27%

18%

18%

4%

BOPIS

Grocery

Farmer’s Market

Food Hall

17%

Indoor Sports

Coworking Space

Green Space

Beauty Mega Store

Showroom Store

Fitness Center

Health & Wellness Center

15%

Nothing

32%

30%

16%

25%

9%

6%

5%

5%

4%

1%

Key observations:

Grocery store is ranked 3rd among Norwegians, compared to 5th among 
Americans. This is in accordance with the observation that a grocery store is 
the number one reason Norwegians go to shopping centers.

Green space is ranked higher in the US (3rd) compared to Norway (6th). This 
can be explained by the fact that Norwegians are blessed with green areas in 
their surroundings and don’t fell the same need for it at the shopping centers. 

Fitness center scores way higher in the US (6th place and 28%) compared to 
Norway (9th place and 5%). The low rating in Norway might be due to the fact 
that Norway has among the highest fitness center membership penetration rates 
in Europe (19.2%1 compared to European average of 7.6%2) and therefore 
already have this need covered.

1 Virke: Treningssenterbransjen 2017: https://www.virke.no/globalassets/bransje/bransjedokumenter/treningssenterbransjen2017.pdf
2 EuropeActive & Deloitte:«European Health & Fitness Market Report 2017: https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/pl/Documents/Reports/pl_kluby_fitness_EuropeActive_Deloitte_EHFMR_2018_PL.PDF

Food hall and Farmer’s market are ranked top 2 in both countries (with good 
clearance to the third place in Norway), which seems to illustrate that both 
nations favor quality food – both in restaurants and as fresh produce.

Figure 15 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019) Figure 16 Source: WD Partners’ Mall Survey (2019)

https://www.virke.no/globalassets/bransje/bransjedokumenter/treningssenterbransjen2017.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/pl/Documents/Reports/pl_kluby_fitness_EuropeActive_Deloitte_EHFMR_2018_PL.PDF
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Norway compared to the US – digital natives 
Green space is much higher ranked among American digital natives, while both seem to be fans of Food hall, 
Farmer’s market and BOPIS

Norway USA
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30%
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41%

41%
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40%

30%

30%

27%
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Health & Wellness Center

Beauty Mega Store

Nothing

31%

30%

32%

1%

27%

22%

5%

15%

13%

10%

6%

Key observations:

Interestingly, Grocery store jumps to first place among Norwegian digital 
natives, while among Americans, the digital natives favor this concepts slightly 
less compared to the overall population. It may seem like Norwegians favor 
the convivence of a Grocery store with a wide selection of goods more than 
Americans. 

Green space is also ranked higher for American digital natives (2nd) compared 
Norwegians the same age (6th). Still, 22 percent of the Norwegians show clear 
indications that green space will increase their shopping center visits, and 
among Americans, Green space is relatively more attractive among digital 
natives than the overall population.

Almost a third of digital native Americans and Norwegians answered that they 
will increase their shopping center visits of their shopping centers offered the 
possibility to BOPIS. The concept is clearly more popular among Norwegian 
digital natives (28%) compared to the overall population (17%).

Food hall and Farmer’s market are ranked top 3 in both countries which indicate 
that these food related concepts also are attractive among the younger 
generations in both countries. 

Figure 17 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019) Figure 18 Source: WD Partners’ Mall Survey (2019)
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Norway compared to the US – digital immigrants 
Food hall clearly stands out among American digital immigrants, but is also a hot concept among 
Norwegians, together with Farmer’s market

Norway USA
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Key observations:

Food hall strongly stands out as the number one concept among American 
digital natives. Almost half in this group state that they will increase their 
shopping center visits if their center offers this concept. It also scores high 
among Norwegians with a second place and 27 percent indicating increased 
visits.

Farmers’ market is the number one concept among Norwegian digital 
immigrants, and also a good number two among the American counterparts, 
and about a third of both groups show strong indication that a Farmer’s 
market will increase their shopping center visits.

Showroom stores are relatively more attractive among Norwegian digital 
immigrants, ranking 6th out of the 11 concepts, compared to 9th among 
Americans, who favor Indoor sports, Fitness center and Beauty mega store more 
than Showroom stores.

Both digital natives and immigrants fancy the BOPIS concept, illustrating the 
need for shopping centers to facilitate for the possibility for consumers to pick up 
online ordered goods at the shopping centers, in addition to consider offering 
fitting rooms allowing the consumers to return unwanted items. 

Figure 19 Source: Deloitte Shopping Center Survey (2019) Figure 20 Source: WD Partners’ Mall Survey (2019)
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Recommendation
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Insight driven shopping center development
No news in the fact that you have to know your 
customers – what is new is that this insight now can 
be based on real time customer behavior data 
combined with the types of consumers living near by 
and those visiting your shopping centers. Base the 
usage of your space on this insight, meaning that 
shopping centers within the same chain can look 
completely different and have different shops an 
services. Some will have a more traditional look, while 
others will have only extraordinary experiences and 
services – and of course some in between.

Purpose – focus on your unique value 
proposition to your customers, tenants and local 
community
What is your unique value proposition and what do 
you give back to your local community? Make sure 
everyone knows! This also plays to the consumer 
trend related to consumption shame, we have 
everything we need – increased focus on sharing, 
repairing and re-selling.

Change the experience
We want more! The focus is on services and 
experiences instead of products. Every shopping 
center in Norway will not have a Euro Disney park on 
its roof, but the consumers are clearly communicating 
the need for a social meeting place where you can be 
entertained, surprised and hang out with their friends 
– and of course also get the gear they need.

Recommendations
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